Committee Structure

Chair: S V Sankaran
Members:
  Tadashi Takano of Tokyo LMAG
  Keith Kikkert of SA LMAG
  P V Ekande of Delhi LMAG

Objectives

* Form the LM Committee
* Facilitate formation of new LMAGs
* Encourage LMAGs and Sections to engage LMs in activities

Projects/ Tasks

1. Form the LM Committee - already completed
2. Periodic telecom meetings of the LM Committee -- First meeting 26 Feb 2019 planned
3. Facilitate formation of 3 LMAGs Candidates -- Sendai, Hong Kong, Singapore, Bangalore, Taipei, Beijing.
   **Bangalore LMAG formed on 15 Feb 2019 with Lawrence Jenkins as Interim Chair
4. Encourage sections & LMAGs to engage LMs in activities

   - Project 1: 3 members in LM Committee by end Feb
   - Project 2: One telecon before R10 Meet in March, one mid-year & one in Nov
   - Project 3: 3 New LMAGs formed – by Nov 2019
   - Project 4: A minimum of 20 LM activities through 2019

Timeline & Metrics

- Project 1: 3 members in LM Committee by end Feb
- Project 2: One telecon before R10 Meet in March, one mid-year & one in Nov
- Project 3: 3 New LMAGs formed – by Nov 2019
- Project 4: A minimum of 20 LM activities through 2019

Budget

$500 for each new LMAG formed, balance for LMAG & sections’ LM activities
Total Proposed Budget : $ 4000 (same as in 2018)

LM activities:

1. Support R10 Membership committee members in their activities
2. Visit IEEE Milestones or places of historical interest to IEEE
3. Get together for lunch or tea-coffee sessions
4. Motivate LMs to help in Conf or tech event organization – guide organizers in planning, agenda, finance or logistics, help find invited speakers
5. Encourage LMs to be a speaker at local schools motivating students to engineering careers, excite them about IEEE’s activities
6. LMs to involve themselves in local humanitarian projects
7. Arrange LM activities in conjunction with section/chapter/Affinity Group events to minimize effort & expense